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Yesterday I spoke a little bit about Zen practice, what practice means.  In the text 

the word is “Daishugyo 大修行, The Great Practice,” so we have to understand what that 

could mean.  Why did they put the Dai 大, in front of the word shugyo 修行, which means 

practice?  The dai makes it mean “Practice itself.”  You cannot really study Zen and be the 

kind of person who comes across this kind of thing, and then thinks in some kind of 

superficial, simple way that you understand it.  If you are the kind of person who wants to 

quit because it is difficult, or wants to quit because practice does not appeal to you, then 

you  

 

 

do not have to come here.   

The "I am" self appears with both plus and minus as its content.  We have appeared 

here having received both plus and minus.  Not all of plus and minus, but we have received 

both of them.   

There are some people who come up and say, “If God is love, then why did God 

give birth to me as an imperfect self?”  If you think, “I do not want to believe in the kind 

of religion that teaches about God in that way,” that’s okay.  You just do not have to come 

here.  But since there are people who have doubts like that, if you are someone who is 

supposed to be teaching Christianity or Buddhism, you have to be able to teach in a way 
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that people clearly understand the principle behind the birth of the imperfect self.   

When a mother or a grandmother is raising a child, when the child is just a little 

baby then, of course, they are very gentle with it, but when the child starts getting older 

them mother and father cannot allow the child to go blabbering and jabbering on and on, 

asking stupid questions about this and that about God and this and that.  If they allow the 

child to get away with that then the child will always be weak.  If the mother always is 

gentle and spoils the child, if the teacher is always gentle and spoils the practitioner, then 

true Zen never will appear. 

The way we have to educate children, the way we must raise them is so that they 

will come to manifest the strong will that knows that they must make all of plus and minus 

their content.  Buddhism, however, also asserts that undoubtedly, absolutely inevitably, the 

self will complete the process of making all of plus and minus its content.  This why if you 

are the kind of person who is always saying stupid ignorant things, we cannot just allow 

you to keep on saying those stupid things! 

As the self develops, if we say that the total plus and minus activities have 

100,000,000 as their total amount of power or strength, then it will come to pass that the 

child will come to have half of both plus and minus as its content.  That is when the child 

has become a teenager.  Adolescence has been entered.  Inevitably we will come to this 

time as we grow when we think we are equal to our parents.  The child will come to think, 

“It certainly seems to me as if I am equal to my parents.”  Thinking that he is equal to both 

mother and father, he comes to think that everybody is equal, and he has no fears.  This is 

a problem.  If it is a girl she will pretend she is Elizabeth Taylor, and smear gobs of lipstick 

on, and dye her hair various colors.  The boys will throw their shoulders back, and pretend 

that they are King Kong, thinking, “I’m pretty tough.”  Tathagata Zen says that everyone 

passes through this stage, so, be careful.   

If, with the next step forward, that child does not manifest the kind of consciousness 

and will that clearly knows that up until then it had been raised by its parents, so now, from 
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here on out, it must, oppositely return the favor, and help its parents, then, if that kind of 

will and consciousness doesn’t arise, then the person will just become a full of bunk, 

worthless kind of person.  For example they might think that all that is necessary is to make 

money.  They will come to the mistaken way of thinking that thinks, “If I just have money 

then I do not have to be scared of anyone else, I can live on my own quite comfortably, and 

there will be no problems.”  What I am saying is that if the strong will that wants to return 

the favor to mother and father, that wants to now care for brothers and sisters, mother and 

father, and everyone, does not arise, that will, that we call in Buddhism bodaishin 菩提心

, bodhicitta, does not arise, then if those kind of people just fell down dead, and it would 

be okay.  Maybe it would be better if they did!  Because those kinds of people will just live 

their whole lives, all the way to the end, without ever finding bodhicitta, always just 

thinking that it is enough just to make money for themselves.  In fact, in this world, there 

are many people living their lives this way, and I guess that is just the way it is.  There is 

nothing that can be done.   

These sort of people often think, “When I die that is just the simple end of it, because 

there is no God, there is no Buddha, so I might as well just make money while I’m alive.” 

Getting back to shugyo, practice, Zen practice is not just making money.  Buddhism 

says that part of practice is to do living until you reach the point where living doesn’t need 

to be done anymore.  When you arrive at the condition of not needing to do living anymore 

that is when finally, for the first time, you have attained salvation.  In the newspapers you 

can often read about people testifying to the fact that they have found salvation through 

hitting the lottery, or making a lot of money, “I am saved, I’m saved,” they say.  But this 

is really a terrible, ridiculous understanding of salvation.  

Buddhism, however, says that even if you find true salvation at the condition of not 

needing to do living anymore, you must then become free from that salvation.  You 

probably have had the experience of working hard all day, and at the end of the hard day’s 

work feeling, “Yes, I am saved,” but Buddhism says that you have to go on, and manifest 
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the strong will that then becomes free from that salvation.  Inevitably the dying activity 

will arise, and the self will meet the dying activity, and the self who must do dying together 

with the death activity will be manifest.  Inevitably dying will be done until the state of not 

needing to do dying anymore is manifest, and, although this is difficult to understand, one 

simple way Buddhism explains this process is to call it the activity of love of compassion.  

There are many technical Buddhist ways to express this kind of love.  For example Jihi 慈

悲 is one word for compassion, and there are also maitri, karuna, and muennojihi 無縁の

慈悲, which means Compassion that does not perceive anything as an object, (or, maybe 

Unconditional compassion), but, no matter what you call it, it is through the manifestation 

of the activity of Great Compassion that the condition of not needing to do dying anymore 

is reached.   

It is only when the condition of not needing to do dying anymore is reached that 

you have become liberated from the salvation of not needing to do living anymore.   

When you arrive back at the condition of not needing to do dying anymore, of being 

free from the dying activity, then you have gotten back to  your original source.  You are 

back in the world from which you were originally born. 

The very way of being of we people is to repeat the life activity and the death 

activity over and over again, and to manifest the conditions of not needing to do living 

anymore, and not needing to do dying anymore over and over again.  But if you think about 

the life and death activities in the way people usually think about these things then you will 

not even be able to approach Buddhism or Zen practice.  

What do you think about these two conditions of not needing to do living anymore 

and not needing to do dying anymore?  They are something that you cannot really put your 

hands on, and yet, on the other hand, you cannot be called a Zen student unless you can 

manifest the wisdom that knows these conditions.  

From the birth of Buddhism all the way until now many different Buddhists and 
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Zen teachers have talked about the living and dying activities in their own way.  It is fine 

to debate and argue about these things.  But who is it who is debating about it?  Tathagata 

Zen warns, Be careful!  Don’t forget that it is your "I am" self doing the arguing!  Without 

even knowing how it is that your "I am" self comes into being, and recognizing living and 

dying in some sort of superficial way, and then from that point of view blabbering and 

jabbering on and on endlessly about them, is something to be careful about. 

We human beings are attached to ourselves, and so we want to find satisfaction for 

ourselves, and we want to find salvation, but Buddhism says that salvation is the condition 

of not needing salvation.  That is what I meant by the necessity of manifesting liberation 

from salvation.  If you do not reach the point of being free from the state of salvation then 

you have not yet truly dissolved the self.  You must be free from the state of salvation, in 

other words you must attain true liberation.  We further, however, warn you, and say that 

if you then manifest a self who thinks, “I am liberated from salvation,” then you are not 

yet truly free.   

As I said, when you reach not needing to do dying anymore that is a state that is 

free from salvation.  But if the self who then appears thinks, “I have become free from 

salvation,” that is no good!  Be careful!  

We call the self who does not need to do dying anymore the self of liberation.  The 

liberated self.  From the manifestation of the liberated self, however, inevitably the self 

who must live, again, is manifest.  Why?   

When the living activity is taking the initiative in the process, then the dying activity 

is accompanying the living activity, and helping, and through them both working together 

finally not needing to do living anymore is reached.  It is a big mistake to think that you 

made all of your money all by yourself, or that you became a famous great person all by 

yourself.  The state of salvation will not appear unless the man is aided by the woman.   

Similarly, when the minus, dying activity is taking the lead in the process that 

finishes at the state of not needing to do dying anymore, then she also is not acting alone.  
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She is being helped, aided, and accompanied by the living, male activity.  Buddhism says 

that when the state of liberation at not needing to do dying anymore is manifest, 

undoubtedly, again, a self will appear who must do living. 

This natural principle is called the principle of the activity of dependent co-

origination, pratitya-samutpada.  Buddhism says that that the principle of the repetitive 

activity of living and dying is the principle of pratitya-samutpada.   

You can’t just listen to teisho like a blob.  You have to listen to teisho sweating!  If 

you don’t sweat when you listen to teisho, then I will not allow you to say that you have 

listened at all!  This is what we mean by shugyo, practice, Zen practice.  In the original 

Chinese it says, “Daishugyo, The Great Practice.”  This is the practice of Tathagata Zen.  

Actually, the “Dai,’ here does not mean “Great” it means “itself.”  Practice just as it is.  

Practice itself.  The reason that they use the character that means “Great” here is because 

that great means that all of living and all of dying is included in this practice.  In Tathagata 

Zen when we say practice itself, great practice, that means you are acting with all of living 

and dying as your content, all of plus and minus as your content.  

Practice means to study the activities of the self appearing and disappearing.  

Therefore, if you fixate your self and listen to talks about Zen you can listen to them 

endlessly, you can listen to hundreds of talks, and you might think, “That was a good talk.  

That was really what I wanted to hear.”  But if you only listen from that fixated point of 

view, and think things like that, you never will come to know the principle of self 

dissolution.  You never will actually dissolve yourself.   

One way of describing someone who has finished this ‘practice itself,’ this great 

practice, is to call that person a Buddha, an awakened person.  That is the complete self.  

This is one way the Chinese Buddhists described the complete self, “The one who has 

finished the great practice, finished practice itself.”  But as long as it is an "I am" self 

looking at these concepts of ‘God,’ or ‘Buddha,’ or ‘The one who does practice itself,’ as 

objects, then it is not Zen practice anymore.  As long as you are manifesting an imperfect 
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"I am" self then you will look on God and Buddha as objects, but when you end up 

manifesting the complete self then you will notice that God and Buddha don’t exist.  They 

are no longer here.  That is when you have forgotten God and Buddha.  You already are 

forgetting about God and Buddha every day, that is why you live in freedom.   

There was that famous guy who said, “God is dead.”  That is one truth.  But when 

God is dead you are dead too!  If you hang around, and then talk about God being dead, 

that is going to be a big problem!  Then you will end up being an "I am" self existing tied 

up by this dead God.   

The students practicing on Mount Hyakujo were studying about, they knew about, 

this principle of the perfect self, this principle of the practitioner of practice itself.  One 

day, one of the students came up to the Old Man and asked, “What about this person who 

has dissolved the "I am" self?  What about this person who has manifested the perfect self?  

What about this person of practice itself?  What about the enlightened person?  Does such 

a one fall into the principle of cause and effect or not?”  What did the Old Man answer?  

Let’s get into what the Old Man answered later.  What about you?  What do you answer?  

You  are Zen students, so how do you answer?   

The fundamental idea behind the so called law of cause and effect is that the origin 

inevitably manifests a result.  In other words the origin does an activity that comes to 

manifest a result.  There are two basic conditions we can call the origin: the condition of 

needing to do the activity of living is an origin, and the condition of needing to do the 

activity of dying is also an origin. And, as I always tell you, the teaching of Buddhism says 

that the origin of needing to do the life activity will, inevitably, result in the condition of 

not needing to do living anymore.  In the case of the activity of dying needing to be done, 

undoubtedly the result of that origin of needing to do dying will be the condition of not 

needing to do dying anymore.  This is the theory of cause and effect according to 

Buddhism.  The origin manifests a result, and the result becomes a new origin that 

manifests a new result.  The result means the condition that has become free from the 
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origin.  And that result becomes a new origin, and then manifests itself as a new result, free 

of that origin, as well.  The teaching of the law of cause and effect says that the cause and 

the effect, the origin and the result are not fixated things.  They are always manifesting 

themselves as a repetitive activity.  This is also the same as the Buddhist theory of 

dependent co-origination.  To say, ‘Theory of cause and effect,’ or ‘Theory of dependent 

co-origination’ are different words, but they are pointing to the same exact activity.  

However, if you use the idea of origin and result, cause and effect, being the same 

thing, although they are, in a sense, the same thing, if you use this idea to go on to think 

that a good origin will manifest a bad result, that kind of activity or thinking  is a violation 

of the principle of cause and effect. (しかし、原因が結果なのであるから、原因と結

果は同じものである、同じなのであるが、それを。。原因と結果同じ、原因がよ

いことをしても、悪い結果が現われることあったなら、それは、ですから、因果

論に反対しておる働きと言うことになる訳である.)   

What I want to explain to you here is that the way the law of cause and effect is 

commonly understood is different than the true Buddhist law of dependent co-origination.  

The reason why I started to talk about this is because I really do want all of you to have an 

unerring understanding of these two terms, but on the other hand, now that I have begun to 

speak in detail about it, I realize just how long it will take, and so I don’t feel like really 

getting into it.  But because there seems to be so many Buddhist groups and Buddhist 

temples sprouting up here in America, I feel like I must talk about it, at least a little bit. 

There is a Sanskrit word, samsara.  It seems as if in America it is popular to equate 

samsara  with the principle of dependent co-origination, and also with the principle of cause 

and effect.  People use them all as the same thing.  There are many people who interpret 

samsara to mean the same thing as pratitya-samutpada, or the law of cause and effect, or 

the Buddhist theory of Ultimate Reality (Jissoron 實相論), or even the Buddhist theory of 

emptiness.  
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(The translator here asks (stupidly) if Roshi meant “theory of emptiness, or “theory 

of suffering,” because suffering and emptiness both are pronounced “Ku.”  Roshis’ reply: 

“  Of course emptiness.  Not suffering!  Have I ever used it like that before?!!   (No).  You 

are just making stuff up!  You make me sick!  To be asked such questions revolts me!) 

(So  now, because of the dumb question, Roshi explains the difference between 

suffering and emptiness.) 

Men suffer because they are attached to being men.  Women suffer because they 

attach to being women.  The true human is neither man nor woman, that is emptiness. 

The word samsara was already being used in India before Buddhism. Samsara 

originally did mean suffering.  Because the cycles of life and death repeat endlessly that 

was thought to be suffering.  But that way of looking at it, this ideology, was from the point 

of view of the fixated "I am" self.  In contradistinction to the idea of samsara  was born the 

idea of dependent co-origination. The way of looking (at life and death) described by the 

idea of samsara is not the right way, the true way of understanding life and death is the 

principle of dependent co-origination, or the Buddhist law of cause and effect.  That is to 

say that the origin inevitably manifests the result, and the result inevitably becomes a new 

origin and manifests a new result.  The result is always emptiness, and the origin is also 

always emptiness.  The origin of emptiness manifests the result of emptiness, over and over 

again.  This repetitive activity is dependent co-origination, or the law of cause and effect.  

This is different from samsara.  It is a little bit off the track, but (the reason I want to speak 

about it is because) we have the seminars here every year, and many of the Buddhist 

scholars who we invite to come speak of samsara as if it were originally a Buddhist idea, 

without having any idea of what a blunder they are making.   

The origin and the result are both zero.  If you understand that  then you will 

understand that samsara is not the same as the theory of dependent co-origination.  

When you listen to this part of the conversation one thing that you have to really 

prick your ears up about, and be careful about, is whether the Old Man and the questioner 
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really understand the principle of dependent co-origination, or not.  This is a part of the 

story that even if you have practiced for ten or fifteen years is difficult to understand, and 

so if you are someone who just comes two or three times a year, and are always wondering 

if you really like Zen or not, there is no way you are going to understand it.  The Buddha, 

however, taught, that in conclusion Buddhism is simply a teaching of acts of compassion.  

And so even though some people practice Zen year after year, and still are in the infancy 

of their practice, we should look upon them as infants, and treat them compassionately, as 

infants.  Acting compassionately towards the students is fine, but as I said before, the 

students do grow up and up and up, and become teenagers, finally,  and then the Roshi 

notices Now it is time to punch him in the nose!  But then when he gets punched in the 

nose the student howls in his crying and runs away.  In Japan you don’t have to worry about 

that kind of thing, but in America you do, and so it is hard to teach Zen in America.  Because 

it is a democratic country.  Here in this "I am" democratic country everyone thinks we must 

honor each other's "I am" selves, and so if a Zen master doesn’t do that then he gets into 

trouble.   

How does Buddhism understand democracy?  Buddhism says that every single "I 

am" self who is manifest has been manifest receiving equal amounts of plus and minus.  

Cats and lice, everything, is manifest in the same way, we all come into being making an 

equal amount of plus and minus our content.  And inevitably we all will manifest the perfect 

self.  That is democracy.  That is Buddhist democracy.  Where can the "I am" self be 

fixated?!  I suppose American democracy is okay, but try, just a little, to open up your eyes 

to Buddhist democracy. 

The questioner faces the Old Man and asks, “What about the practitioner of practice 

itself?  What about the one who has completed the great practice, the enlightened one?  Is 

such a one controlled by the law of cause and effect, or is such a one free from cause and 

effect?”  How do you answer?  We will get to the Old Man’s answer later, but now, how 

do you answer? 
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The origin manifests the result which becomes a new origin, which in turn manifests 

a result that has returned to the original origin.  This activity is always manifesting the 

entire body.  It is never manifesting just part of the body, just part of the whole.  Buddhism 

is very severe and strict about this, Buddhism says that when the entire, the whole, the 

complete is manifest, then that is the activity of wisdom that has no inside and no outside.  

The total point of view, the complete position, is not something that is seeing nor is it being 

seen.  That total body is called the manifestation of absolute wisdom, perfect wisdom.  That 

is what is meant by prajna paramita.  This is the self who neither needs to live nor needs to 

die.  People love to talk about eternity, but what does eternity really mean?  Eternity is only 

manifest when the condition of the activity of perfect wisdom, that absolutely has no need 

to think, is manifest.    

So, having gotten this far we are ready to listen to the Old Man’s answer tomorrow.   

I am sorry to say, I know it is rude, but, I just do not have any hope that any of you 

are going to understand this.  I really hate having to give teisho to you about this.  Because 

nobody understands.  But we are doing Dai-sesshin, and I have met up with this teisho 

subject, and so I must do teisho on it.  So, if you want to be loving to me, this old tottering 

monk, try to listen, just once, with seriousness. 

 

終 

The End 

 


